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niquely appropriate for our generation is a word from Carlyle: 
they ought, unless they do all that they can.” Eagerness to conform as if 
led too often and in too many areas to worship of the average. TA^ihling hii 
the average code of ethics, the average accomplishment, the average I'dn t qui

___society seem attractive enough. This infatuation with the norm rathe<
takes its tragic toll in the undeveloped talent, the unattempted struggle for charactefi^^^^’ 
begun.

It the fa
The allurejnent of mediocrity, always costly, could today be disastrous for o;/r calking tc 

racy. In the global struggle between communist totalitarianism and democracy, ^^ficed Patr 
may well be decided by the individual decisions of this generation of Americans and, aft 
will use his magnificent material and spiritual resources. Unless a sense of stewarkie. farmei 
choices we luill surely forfeit our right to lead the ivorld and perhaps our right 1'
Our day does not allow the luxury of mediocre goals. Patrick,’'

Average life purposes must be abandoned. High motivations commensurate zci^S his f 
of the conflict must be grasped. A worthy life-commitment must be made in the I- how an 
inner self where ambition and drive spring forth. At least three demands are obvioi^

III the pursuit of knowledge, “Men do less than they ought, unless they 
can.” Our Alma Mater has not the power to give us an education. It 
skills that can be used effectively in a life-long search for truth. We deterini^^^^ ^
sions of our world by the diligence and the sustained effort of our search.

In the development of character, “Men do less than they ought, unless ^^;n*fatries°?^ 
they can.” The structure of our society needs to be undergirded by men 
moral integrity. At this point Mars Hill stales an ambitious purpose: “ThU taken
of the College is the development of character through knowledge and trai»^. 
emphasis to spiritual values. It is the purpose of the College to send out '
richer and fuller in life, enlarged and sanctified in vision, and Christ-control^^ had 
because they have studied here.” t I’m pull

In the struggle for a vital and relevant faith, “Men do less than thef ^
they do all that they can.” If religious faith is to be one of life's dynamical 
struggle is inevitably involved. This makes the reicards all the more excU^^^ I
minative. The sense we make of history in general and our own lives in who
largely determined by the presence or absence df Christian faith. In all ’^his
ivill be impoverished indeed if we do not learn to develop to some mead^^ing o’ th(
the contemplative life. We must grow spiritually: learning to think clearly rt'Hied Patrii
to make moral judgments; learning to give ourselves in active good-will.

rp, dumbfouni
1 here was a day when the colleges and universities were the incubators of dy^^ce and said 

movernents. John Huss was awakened to action at the University of Prague; M^\it it.” 
the University of Bonn: John Wesley was deeply affected at Oxford. The rnodeA 
ment in America was born at a haystack prayer meeting at Williams College. Ihing thro 

j . ;rnoon, on
■ campus. Forsaking worship of the average '’'and thinki

with the mediocre, we can strive for excellence. it was. I
The opposite of success and achievement is not failure—but conformity. Frei§\ - 

tng both stirring and disturbing, is Carlyle’s word: “Men do less than they oiiglW^l , 
all that they can.” ' Km at nrst
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